PROSPECTUS CAMP
LEARN MORE ABOUT CAMP

A system that allows clients to deposit money into their own portfolio. AI Trader will autonomously
process buy/sell orders on your behalf on the integrated cryptocurrency exchange.
Cryptocurrency trends will be analyzed by our experienced trader that has coding skills to generate
buy/sell, take proﬁts, stop loss signals and execute trades accordingly.
Your orders will be 24 hours monitoring monthly by the systems of AI Trader and our team in
order to minimal risk associations and to seek optimal trading results.

CAMP is suited to those are interested in cryptocurrency trading but don’t have time
for full-time trading. Those that are a risk taker, however are not as good at chart’s analysis.
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PROSPECTUS CAMP
10 Potential Risk Involvement of CAMP

1. Risk involved in any investments and the real possibility that you could lose substantial amount of your investment from the possibility
of a ‘wild ﬂuctuation’ of digital currencies market which could have effects on trading activities generated by the system of AI trader.
Therefore, you are willing to accept any risk of losing capital or substantial amount of your investment.
2. The risk that arise from the possibility of cryptocurrency market and price ﬂuctuations. High level of the uncertainty, however, comes with
high potential returns.
3. The risk that you could permanently lose all of your capital from the possibility of uncontrolled situations such as the death of cryptocurrency
market for good, a lack of cryptocurrency worldwide acceptance or the cryptocurrency exchange (s) that we integrated our AI Trade system
with is shut down.
4. Technical analysis tools such as RSI, CCI, MACD, BB are used to conﬁrm the direction of price movement. Besides that, there is the possibility
that you could lose your capital or substantial amount of your investment from the factors affecting cryptocurrency prices volatility such
as news and trading volume of exchanges.
5. The possibility of a ‘wild ﬂuctuation’ of currencies conversion (between Digital Currency and Thai Baht). Our company (Minerta Blockchain Co., Ltd.)
takes no responsibility for and will not be liable for any losses caused by the ﬂuctuations.
6. The possibility of a ‘wild ﬂuctuation’ of digital currencies sending from one exchange to another. Our company (Minerta Blockchain Co., Ltd.)
takes no responsibility for and will not be liable for any losses caused by the ﬂuctuations.
7. Delay of your deposit CAMP arrival (after the ﬁrst of every month) has effects on the efﬁciency of a full 30 days trading of AI Trade system.
Therefore, all CAMP investors accepted the chance of not receiving a full 30 days returns.
8. The risk that any trading activities generated by the system of AI Trader could incur delay orders.
9. The rate of any deposits to or withdraws from your portfolio is determined by Minerta Blockchain Co., Ltd.
10. The possibility of a ‘wild ﬂuctuation’ of currencies conversion between Digital Currency and Thai Baht. The rate is determined by
Minerta Blockchain Co., Ltd. and different buy and sell prices of cryptocurrencies could be set by different exchanges.
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